Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Cast of Characters

Paul Ambrose as CO Captain Matthew Loran
John Teasley as XO Commander John Teasley
Eric VanSickle as SO LtJG. Taliza Cal
Darlene Wise as TO LtJG. Raine Benson
Kevin Geist as FCO Apollo Jadahn
Leonard Fletcher as CEO Lieutenant Lars Fletcher

Host CO_Loran says:
::Sits in his Captain's seat looking at the viewscreen with the alien ship displayed::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Monitors the status of the away team on the alien ship, as well as the aliens::

XO-Teasley says:
::On the Bridge::

TO_Benson says:
::Standing at tactical one on the Bridge monitoring the time until the next frequency burst::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::At the helm, waiting for the AT to return::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::In Main Engineering standing about before getting to work::

Host CO_Loran says:
TO/XO:  I want the two of you to head over to the alien ship and finish what Commander Madson started over there.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Repairs on the alien ship are proceeding.  The ship is still not stabilized, however, and the asteroid is lost.

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Walks over to the turbolift::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Reaches under the tactical console and grabs tactical bag, heads for the turbolift::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CTO is in Sickbay, affected by a rare form of radiation from the alien vessel.

XO-Teasley says:
::Enters the turbolift:

TO_Benson says:
XO: Since the CTO has been affected by radiation on the alien vessel, do you think we should wear environmental suits?

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Sir, am I correct in assuming that once the AT finishes you want us to get out of the system?

XO-Teasley says:
TO: Good idea. Lets put them on in the transporter room.

TO_Benson says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  Turbolift: Transporter Room 1.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: New computer simulations, corresponding with sensor readings state the sun’s gravitic attraction to each other has increased.  They will collide sooner than expected in about 30 minutes with the shockwave hitting 30 minutes afterward.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, I just got new readings from the stars.

TO_Benson says:
::Exits turbolift and jogs to the Transporter Room::

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  What have you got, Lieutenant?

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: The stars will collide 30 minutes before we expected them to and the shockwave will hit us 30 minutes after that.

XO-Teasley says:
::Jogs after the TO::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Correct that, the collision will take place in 30 minutes!

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  That doesn't sound good.

TO_Benson says:
::Enters transporter room one and opens locker extracting an environmental suit.  Begins to pull the suit on::

XO-Teasley says:
::Grabs a suit out of the locker and puts it on::

Host CO_Loran says:
*XO/TO*  I want you two to concentrate on getting access to the alien ship so that we can take control of the piloting by remote.

XO-Teasley says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: That means with the sonic waves having to be off for 15 minutes after they've regained consciousness, which will happen in five minutes, that means we have just 40 minutes to fix that ship.

TO_Benson says:
::Pulls on her helmet and steps up on the transporter pad::

XO-Teasley says:
TO: Ready? ::Puts the helmet on::

XO-Teasley says:
::Walks up on the pad::

TO_Benson says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
Transporter Chief: Energize.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  What have you gotten from Commander Madson's tricorder from the alien ship?

TO_Benson says:
::Taps environmental suit controls::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Accessing...

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Sits around, idle.  Wants to be able to help in some way::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The TO and XO beam to the alien ship.

TO_Benson says:
@::Dematerializes and rematerializes on the Bridge of the alien ship::

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Try to keep us close to that ship so that our warp bubble can cover as much of that ship as possible.

XO-Teasley says:
@::On the alien Bridge:: TO: Okay, let’s hot-wire this ship.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Looks for relevant information on the ship from Madson's tricorder::

TO_Benson says:
@XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Moves to what seems to be the helm controls and removes a panel::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye, Sir, I'll go in as close as I can but I can't go too much closer without putting both ships in danger of collision.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Pushes the buttons on the helm control to set up the transfer::

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO*  How are the repairs coming on the tractor beam?

TO_Benson says:
@::Reaches in and begins rerouting the controls::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, here's what Madson's tricorder registered.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Hopes the aliens don't wake up from there nap::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: It basically received an overall picture of the race that mans that ship.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Sir, last update I received from engineering said that the tractor beam is not operational.  It needs to be replaced at a Starbase.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: They began building that ship 50 years before the collision of the stars, as if they knew this was going to happen.

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO:  Thank you.

TO_Benson says:
@::Looks up at the XO:: XO: Sir, please have the Titan try to access the helm controls of this vessel so we can test it.

Host CO_Loran says:
::Listens to the report from the CSO::

XO-Teasley says:
@*FCO* Lieutenant Can you access the controls yet?

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, I find this interesting...  They are very spiritual, much like my people.  They also think they are the center of the universe, much like the humans were prior to the 18th century.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Does it say what they worship?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Two of the beings in the control center near the TO begin to stir.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Looks through the data::

FCO_Jadahn says:
*XO* One moment, Sir, I'm trying to get them.

TO_Benson says:
@::Hears a slight moaning sound and turns to see two of the aliens regaining consciousness::  XO: We'd better hurry, Sir.  ::Nods towards the aliens::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Also looks at a sensor trained on the Away Team's position:: CO: Sir, they're starting to stir.  We have to get them out now.

TO_Benson says:
@XO: I could stun them back to unconsciousness, Sir.  ::Puts hand on phaser::

XO-Teasley says:
@::Holds a finger up to his helmet to signaling to the TO for quiet::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Getting back to your prior question, the aliens are polytheistic.

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO:  Prepare to move us behind the alien ship.  I'm hoping we can still keep the ship stabilized from back there with the warp bubble.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Moves Titan behind the ship::

FCO_Jadahn says:
*XO* Sorry Sir, the technology is too foreign.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Their Gods reside on the planets in this system before they were destroyed.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Whispers:: TO: If you can drug them that would be fine.

TO_Benson says:
@::Whispers:: XO: Sir, I am a tactical officer.  I have no formal medical training.  Besides, we do not know what type of drug would be affective, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
@TO: It didn't work. The technology isn't compatible.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: The aliens thought the Gods left before of the planetary destructions, and that there are only the Gods of light and space left to see them through.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The alien ship finally becomes stable only to shake as Titan moves behind it and the warp bubble shifts slightly.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: And does it have any mention of their Gods that look like, say, one of us dressed in an environmental suit?  ::Smiles a little, hoping::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Notices the ship's structural integrity fluctuate, and moves fast to hold a steady position::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: I doubt it, but I'll check, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
@XO: Okay, let me try something else.  ::Reaches back into the panel opening, pulling out chips and moving them around::

XO-Teasley says:
@TO: Lightly stun them, just enough for them to sleep.

TO_Benson says:
@XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Pulls out her phaser and sets it to minimal stun and fires at the two aliens::

XO-Teasley says:
@::Goes back to tapping at the control::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The two aliens stop their stirring as the TO's shots are right on the mark.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: I thought not.  They're seen as larger than life.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Any visual images of any of their Gods, maybe the ones they feel haven't left them yet or maybe Fizer?

TO_Benson says:
@XO: I've made a few more modifications to their helm controls, Sir.  Please ask the Titan to try and access again.  ::Holsters her phaser while glancing over at the aliens::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Much like the Greek Titans.  However, there is one reference to a God that has a pointy hat and facial hair, much like Merlin of the Camelot myth on Earth.

XO-Teasley says:
@TO: Keep working with the FCO.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Fizer?

TO_Benson says:
@XO: Aye, Sir. ::Taps COM badge::  COM: Titan: FCO: Benson to Titan.  Please try to access the helm controls again.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: You're not suggesting…??

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Does it seem like the description is one for Fizer?

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: I haven't seen any color yet.

XO-Teasley says:
@::Moves to a different station::

FCO_Jadahn says:
COM: Alien Vessel: TO: One moment.  Yes, I got it!  I'm in!

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: You're not going to believe this!

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: The color of the robes this "God" had translates to standard purple!

TO_Benson says:
@COM: Titan: FCO: Acknowledged.  Benson, out.  ::Stands up and looks to the XO:: XO: Modifications are complete.  I suggest we transport back to the Titan, Sir.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Sir, I've gotten into the alien vessel's helm controls, I have full control

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  I thought as much.

XO-Teasley says:
@TO: Good.  Contact the rest of the crew and recall them back to Titan. Something doesn't fell right here.

CSO_Taliza says:
COM: XO: Taliza to Teasley.  We may have to rely on our "old friend" Fizer for this, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Stellar collision in five minutes, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
@XO: Aye, Sir.  *Titan crew on the alien ship* Benson to all Titan crew, prepare to return to the ship immediately.

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO:  Good, we need to keep that monitored and keep them on a straight path.

XO-Teasley says:
@COM: CSO: So that's it then. Prepare to transport us all back.

CSO_Taliza says:
COM: XO: Aye, Sir.  CO: The Away Team is ready for transport.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye, Sir, may I try to increase their speed?

Host CO_Loran says:
::Wishes they still had a tractor beam::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The repair crews have strengthened the alien ship's structural integrity by 10% but it’s not enough.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Wonders if he should call him out::

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Try to keep our movement equal to the alien ship and increase speed as much as the alien ship can take.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The away team beams back to Titan.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye, Sir. CSO: How much can I increase their speed without endangering them?

TO_Benson says:
::Dematerializes and rematerializes on the transporter pad.  Steps down and takes off her environmental suit::

TO_Benson says:
::Taps COM badge:: *CO* Benson to the Bridge.

CSO_Taliza says:
FCO: Calculating.

XO-Teasley says:
::Back on Titan:: TO: Fizer is a God to these people. I thought I'd never see the day.

Host CO_Loran says:
*TO* Go ahead.

TO_Benson says:
*CO* Captain, seeing as our tractor beam is un-repairable, can we utilize the tractor beam on the alien vessel?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The XO hears a voice in his head:  ~~~XO: Don't be so surprised my amoeba-like friend~~~

TO_Benson says:
XO: A God, Sir?

XO-Teasley says:
::Hears the voice in his head and thinks: Oh no::

Host CO_Loran says:
*TO* Negative, the alien vessel is not equipped with a tractor beam.

CSO_Taliza says:
FCO: I got a velocity for you.  It can only go up to four-tenths the speed of light.

TO_Benson says:
*CO* Understood, Sir.

Host CO_Loran says:
*XO* You are needed on the Bridge, Commander.

XO-Teasley says:
TO: I think we have a Fizer problem. *CO* Be right up, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, as much as I hate to think of this should we call on Fizer to see what he can do?

TO_Benson says:
::Sighs:: XO: Again, Sir?  ::Exits the transporter room headed for the turbolift::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Connects several relays and power junctures::  *CO* Try the tractor beam now.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: Thank you.  ::Adjusts the alien ships course to exit the blast radius more quickly and increases speed to .4 the speed of light::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Makes the same modifications to Titan's speed and heading::

XO-Teasley says:
::Walks towards the Bridge::

CSO_Taliza says:
FCO: If we increase power to the warp field beyond safeties, it can go about 55-hundredths of light speed.

TO_Benson says:
::Enters turbolift:: Bridge.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Fizer doesn't really help anybody unless it amuses him.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Or at least he can tell us what is going on.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: At that speed, will it escape the blast radius in time?

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: See if you can use the tractor beam now.

TO_Benson says:
::Exits turbolift onto the Bridge and heads to tactical one::

XO-Teasley says:
::Gets to the Bridge::

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* I read you, Lieutenant.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Tries the tractor beam::

Host CO_Loran says:
XO: You have the Bridge.

TO_Benson says:
::Tosses tactical bag back under the tactical console and monitors the alien vessel::

CSO_Taliza says:
FCO: It will still be 600,000 km short of clearing.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: Hmm...hardly seems worth the risk, then.  I think that maintaining safety and keeping this speed would be a better idea.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The tractor beam explodes, taking out the section it occupies.

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Aye Sir. Takes the Captain chair.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Tractor beam emitter just exploded!

TO_Benson says:
::Rocks from the explosion::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Feels the ship shake from an explosion::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Gets jumbled around::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Grumbles to himself as he moves to his Ready Room and waits for the door to close behind him::  Fizer: Is this another one of your games you are trying to play with us?

TO_Benson says:
::Thinks: What we need is some kind of portable power to move that ship::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CO gets no response.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Self: $&%#! going over everything he can find as to what went wrong:: *CO* Sir, the tractor beams are gone and we only have the smaller secondary one left.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: We could try the runabouts' tractors.

XO-Teasley says:
CSO: Do they have enough power?

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* I read you, Lieutenant, see what you can do.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The stars have collided and the shockwave will impact in 20 minutes.

Host CO_Loran says:
::Sees that Fizer the Almighty doesn't want to play with him and returns to the Bridge::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Mumbles: See what I can do?!  Yeah, right::

TO_Benson says:
::Thinks: What we need is a way to deflect the shockwave from the alien vessel::

TO_Benson says:
::Looks up, wide-eyed:: CO: Sir!  I think I have an idea!

Host CO_Loran says:
::Looks at the TO::  TO: Go ahead.

TO_Benson says:
CO: If we extend the shields around the alien vessel in a cone-like shape with the pointed end behind the Titan, it may be enough to deflect the shockwave to prevent major damage to both vessels.

Host CO_Loran says:
TO:  I'm not sure we can extend the shields all the way around the alien ship, as the warp bubble cannot.

Host CO_Loran says:
XO/CSO: I want the both of you to get out into the runabouts and use their tractor beams to help move that ship along faster.

TO_Benson says:
CO: But, Sir, we can shield the section of the vessel facing the shockwave.  It should deflect the shockwave from damaging the rest of the unprotected areas.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
::Looks at the CSO: CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Rushes into the turbolift:: Shuttlebay.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Exits Bridge to turbolift:: Computer: Shuttlebay.

XO-Teasley says:
::Exits turbolift and ducks around a corner::

TO_Benson says:
::Wonders why the CO never takes her suggestions seriously.  Turns to monitor the shockwave::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Gets out of turbolift near shuttle bay and enters it::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Wonders why the head FCO is stuck on the ship, the ship that is currently just progressing forward steadily::

Host CO_Loran says:
*CSO* You are needed back on the Bridge.

XO-Teasley says:
::Enters the Shuttlebay and climbs into Roadrunner V::

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Go pilot one of the runabouts.  I'm thinking that your expertise will be needed more on the runabout than here.

XO-Teasley says:
::Powers up the Roadrunner V::

CSO_Taliza says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  ::Exits shuttlebay and returns to the turbolift::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Sir, with all due respect, what could it hurt to at least try my idea, Sir?  ::Gets a bit aggressive::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Looks up:: CO: Aye, Sir.  Permission to take the Titania?  It is more powerful.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Enters turbolift:: Computer: Bridge.

XO-Teasley says:
*CO* Sir. I am ready to go, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
CO: And I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but two runabouts are not enough to move that vessel, Sir.

Host CO_Loran says:
::Looks at the TO with a sharp look::  TO:  I didn't say I wasn't going to use your idea, Lieutenant.  I just have other things right now to deal with. Like moving that alien ship along faster to try and outrun most of the shockwave.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Exits turbolift and returns to station::

TO_Benson says:
::Sighs:: CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Shuts up and monitors the shockwave::

XO-Teasley says:
::Waits for the go no, go for launch::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Reroutes as much power to the tractor beam as possible::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: 10 minutes until impact.

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Go, use it.  Take the CEO with you.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* Report to the Titania and make it quick.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Nods to the CO and dashes to the turbolift:: Shuttlebay.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Thinks: What now?  I bet Apollo wanted to fly it!  Heads to the shuttlebay::

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Work out your idea with the shields and see if the simulations can make it work correctly.

XO-Teasley says:
::Getting hot head while waiting::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Arrives in the shuttle bay and gets into the Titania and starts up launch sequences, waiting for the CEO::

TO_Benson says:
CO: I have already done so, Sir and it WILL work.  ::Hopes and tries to sound positive::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Six minutes until impact!

Host CO_Loran says:
COM: Runabout/Titania: You are cleared to launch.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Simulations show a 70% chance of minimal damage to both vessels, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
*CO* Aye, Sir. ::Launches::

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  ::Waiting for the CEO::

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Wait for the Titania and the Runabout to get their tractor beams connected to the ship then extend your shield modifications.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Arrives in the shuttlebay ::   FCO: Okay, let's launch.

XO-Teasley says:
#::Moves Roadrunner V into position and brings tractor beam online::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Five minutes, Sir.  Radiation increasing!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Nods to the CEO and closes up the Titania and launches::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Taps console making the necessary modifications to the shield emitters.  Transfers more power to the shield emitters from the weapons systems::

XO-Teasley says:
#::Engages the tractor beam::  COM: Titan: Roadrunner tractor beam engaged.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Activate our secondary tractor beam.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Shield emitters fully charged and ready, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Activates secondary tractor beam::  Four minutes until impact.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@CEO: Okay, we're in position.  Engage the tractor beam when you're ready.

TO_Benson says:
::Waits for the order to activate the shield modifications::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Three minutes!

XO-Teasley says:
#::Gets ready to push the alien vessel::

Host CO_Loran says:
Relief FCO: Increase speed and let’s move this ship along faster.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@CEO: Okay, c'mon!  Whenever you are ready!

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Extend the shield with one-minute remaining.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Watches the time::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Aliens can be seen grouping around a few of the larger ports in the sides of the huge ship.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@FCO: I'm getting to it!  Hold a sec!  ::Powers up the tractor beam array and activates::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Two minutes, mark!

FCO_Jadahn says:
@CEO: Okay, good.  COM: Titan: Tractor beam engaged.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: One minute, thirty seconds.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The alien vessel begins to approach .6 C.

XO-Teasley says:
#::Moves the shuttle forward::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: One minute, MARK!

TO_Benson says:
CO: Activating shields!  ::Taps console::  The cone is forming!

XO-Teasley says:
#::Holding formation::

TO_Benson says:
::Monitors the shields as the cone configuration forms::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Both ships begin to shake from the shockwave.

Host CO_Loran says:
::Holds onto his chair as he watches the screen::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: THIRTY SECONDS!

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Increases speed with the rest of the group::  CEO: Let's hope this works or we are all dead.

TO_Benson says:
::Holds onto the tactical console::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: TWENTY SECONDS.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: 10

XO-Teasley says:
#::Increases power to shields and engines::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: 9

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: 8

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: 7

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: 6

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: 5

XO-Teasley says:
#::Holds on tight::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/TO: 4, 3, 2…brace for impact!

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The wave impacts, throwing crew all over the Bridge.  The FCO, on Titania is thrown from his console and knocked out.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Closes eyes momentarily, and wipes sweat from his forehead::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Rocked around::

TO_Benson says:
::Flies into the bulkhead from the impact::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Shakes in his chair then falls to the deck::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Lands against a bulkhead and loses consciousness::

XO-Teasley says:
#::Amazed this shuttle held together::

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Looks left and sees the FCO knocked out::

TO_Benson says:
::Struggles to her feet and pulls herself back to the tactical console::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Climbs back into chair and checks sensors::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania begins to move off course and the tractor beam will tear a section of the alien ship apart.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Goes over and takes the reins and tries the get the ship back in line::

XO-Teasley says:
#::Keeps Roadrunner V pushing::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Shields at 12% and holding!  ::Tries rerouting more power from unnecessary systems and hopes the OPS officer doesn't get upset::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shaking is so violent now, that no one can remain standing for more than 2 seconds.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: I'm getting nothing on sensors.  Blacked out!

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Shakes around on the ground, his head slamming on the ground::

TO_Benson says:
::Looses her balance and falls backwards into tactical station two::

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Shakes, looks forward at the screen::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Leans up against his chair and turns his console towards him so he can look at the shockwave data::

XO-Teasley says:
#::Thinks: Shields at 5% and few circuits burned out.  Not bad.::

TO_Benson says:
::Struggles to her feet again and grabs tactical one console::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CEO steadies Titania as the shockwave passes and things begin to settle down.  All vessels are intact.

XO-Teasley says:
#::Senors not online. Brings up a star chart::

TO_Benson says:
CO: The wave has passed us, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Notices the shaking starting to subside::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Tries to turn sensors back on::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Emergency power comes online on Titan and sensors come back online as well.

Host CO_Loran says:
::Sees that the wave has passed and stands up::  TO: Damage?

TO_Benson says:
CO: Minor damage reported from all decks and the alien vessel is still in tact.

XO-Teasley says:
#::Pushes in data to see about where they are now::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Begins to shake uncontrollably, despite the calm around him::

XO-Teasley says:
#::Brings up the backup power::

TO_Benson says:
::Taps console adjusting the sensors::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The FCO revives with blood streaming from a gash in his head.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sensors confirm the aliens are intact.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Looks to see the FCO reviving::  FCO: Have a good sleep?

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Regains consciousness but has difficulty moving at first::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, after this, I need a vacation!

Host CO_Loran says:
COM:  All Runabouts: Slow down our movement so that we can get back down to a reasonable speed for the alien ship.  Then release all tractor beams.

TO_Benson says:
::Looks up towards the ceiling and thinks: Thank you, thank you, thank you!::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Hears the CEO but is dizzy and can't say anything.  Rolls onto his side::

XO-Teasley says:
#::Gets ready to return to Titan. Slows down::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Waits for the speed to be safe before disengaging tractor::

XO-Teasley says:
#::Slows down enough and releases his tractor beam::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Releases tractor beam when safe speed established::

XO-Teasley says:
#::Slowly turns the shuttle around::

CEO_Fletcher says:
@ ::Slows the ship and then releases the tractor beam::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::Tries to call out to the CEO for help, but can't speak::

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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